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About This Game

Build bricks, remove them, or change the direction of gravity to get the water to its destination. Some levels take a few minutes
to solve, others might take hours! Try to fill all the reservoirs with 100% water in all of the 100 levels.

Briquid is a critically acclaimed puzzle game, released a few years ago for mobile devices. For this special PC/Steam edition,
the graphics have been updated, new levels are added and a level editor and lots of Steam features have been included. While

Briquid was originally released for mobile, its simple yet challenging puzzle gameplay may actually be best suited for PC.

Features

100 levels in the core game, many more in the Steam Workshop.

Expert mode after completing all 100 levels.

A Level Editor with Steam Workshop integration.

Steam Leaderboards.

Fully localized in English, German, Russian, Brazilian Portuguese, Chinese, Italian, Spanish, French and Dutch.
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Gamious
Publisher:
Gamious
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018
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It's a must have for brain puzzle gamer. The graphics is minimalistic, but you'll get many hours gaming fun. You'll have the
chance to lower the overall moves score compared to gamious after completing all 100 levels. I've played briquid-mini already -
and this fabulous release here at steam was a must have. All thumbs up! Don't smash your brain in the water :)
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A Small First Update:
We're starting off the new year properly with a small update to wipe away some little mistakes.

- The highscores of level 20 and 22 were not correct, and that's why the level thumbnails never changed to the gold color.
- A bug in the Workshop area has also been fixed: sometimes downloaded levels would be shown as finished, even when
unbeaten.

And while we're here, thanks for all the levels you've made! Some of them are truly ingenious and we're not sure if we'll be able
to beat them all. :)
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